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1.	Introduction
1.1.	The Problem	The introductory material in this section describing the general knowledge sharing problem and vision has been adapted from [Neches et al 91].
Ever since the mid-seventies, researchers have recognized that capturing knowledge is the key to building large and powerful AI systems.  In the years since, system builders also found that representing knowledge is difficult and time consuming.  Although tools have been developed to help with knowledge acquisition, knowledge base construction remains one of the major costs in building an AI system.  The development of most systems requires a new knowledge base to be constructed from scratch.  As a result, most systems remain small to medium in size.  Even if several systems are built within a general area, such as medicine or electronics diagnosis, significant portions of the domain must be rerepresented for every system that is created.
For example, if an engineer developing a knowledge-based dynamics environment wants to exploit a previously developed knowledge base and representation for kinematics or geometric modeling, he or she must talk with the developers to understand all of the conventions used for defining coordinate systems, motions, and so forth (for instance, whether homogenous transforms or quaternions were used for expressing transformations, and whether the theory of convex cones or screw theory was used for expressing motion constraints).  Ideally, such conventions are made clear in the code and/or documentation; nonetheless, there are always implicit conventions which must be observed when trying to make use of a previous representation or knowledge base.  For example, there may be limitations on the range of elements that can meaningfully be included in the slots in a frame-based representation scheme -- limitations that the original developer never considered exceeding.
The cost of this duplication of effort has been high and will become prohibitive as attempts are made to build larger and larger systems.  To overcome this barrier and advance the state of the art, the field must find ways of preserving existing knowledge bases and of sharing, reusing, and building on them.  Many impediments, both technical and social must be overcome to achieve these goals.  Two central problems which we are addressing 
in this project are the following:
•	Heterogeneous Representation Languages:  There are a wide variety of approaches to knowledge representation, and knowledge that is expressed in one formalism cannot directly be incorporated into another formalism.  However, this diversity is inevitable.  There is no single knowledge representation that is best for all problems, nor is there likely to be one — the choice of one form of knowledge representation over another can have a big impact on a system's performance.  Thus, in many cases, sharing and reusing knowledge will involve translating from one representation to another.  Currently, the only way to do this translating is by manually recoding knowledge from one representation to another.  Tools are needed that can help automate the translation process.
•	Heterogeneous Ontologies:  Even if the formalism-level problems are resolved, it can still be difficult to combine two knowledge bases or establish effective communications between them.  These remaining barriers arise when different primitive terms are used to organize them; that is, if they lack shared vocabulary and domain terminology.  For example, the type hierarchy of one knowledge base might split the concept Object into Physical-Object and Abstract-Object, but another might decompose Object into Decomposable-Object, Nondecomposable-Object, Conscious-Being, and Non-Conscious-Thing.  The absence of knowledge about the relationship between the two sets of terms makes it difficult to reconcile them.  Sometimes these differences reflect differences in the intended purposes of the knowledge bases.  At other times, these differences are just arbitrary (for example, different knowledge bases use Isa, Isa-kind-of, Subsumes, AKO, or Parent relations, although their real intent is the same).  The development of shared sets of explicitly defined terminology, sometimes called ontologies, could facilitate the removal of some of these arbitrary differences at the knowledge level.  For such ontologies to be useful, the definitions provided must include declarative constraints that specify the semantics of the terms being defined, and the ontology must provide procedural methods that enforce those constraints when the terms are used in an application.
These two problems are frequently intertwined.  For example, the central task of the PDES/STEP standardization effort is to address the problem of heterogeneous ontologies for engineered products by developing standard ontologies	Which they call "Information Models". for such products.  In doing so, they have also developed their own ontology specification language (called EXPRESS [Spiby 91]), thereby exacerbating the heterogeneous representation language problem.  Similarly, the current DARPA-sponsored automatic planning initiative includes the development of a common ontology for research in that area, and the groups responsible for providing that ontology are developing their own ontology specification language (called KRSL [ISX 91]) for that purpose.  These examples highlight a widespread need for a general-purpose term definition language, supported by appropriate system tools, in which domain-specific ontologies can be specified in a form that is translatable into the specialized representation languages of multiple application systems.
1.2.	The Vision
We envision a future in which the idea of knowledge sharing is commonplace.  If this vision is realized, building a new system will rarely involve constructing a new knowledge base from scratch.  Instead, the process of building a knowledge-based system will start by assembling reusable components.  Portions of existing knowledge bases would be reused in constructing the new system, and special-purpose reasoners embodying problem solving methods would similarly be brought in.  Some effort would go into connecting these pieces, creating a "custom shell" with preloaded knowledge.  However, the majority of the system development effort could become focused on creating only the specialized knowledge and reasoners that are new to the specific task of the system under construction.  In our vision, the new system could interoperate with existing systems and pose queries to them to perform some of its reasoning.  Furthermore, extensions to existing knowledge bases could be added to shared repositories, thereby expanding and enriching them.
Over time, large rich knowledge bases, analogous to today's databases, will evolve.  In this way, declarative knowledge, problem solving techniques, and reasoning services could all be shared among systems.  The cost to produce a system would decrease.  To the extent that well-tested parts were reused, a system's robustness would improve.
For end users, this vision will change the face of information systems in three ways.  It will:
•	Provide sources of information that serve the same functions as books and libraries, but are more flexible, easier to update, and easier to query;
•	Enable the construction and marketing of prepackaged knowledge services, allowing users to invoke (rent or buy) services; and
•	Make it possible for end users to tailor large systems to their needs by assembling knowledge bases and services rather than programming them from scratch.
We also expect changes and enhancements in the ways that developers view and manipulate knowledge-based systems.  In particular, we envision the following three mechanisms that would increase their productivity by promoting the sharing and reuse of accumulated knowledge.
•	Libraries of multiple layers of reusable knowledge bases that could either be incorporated into software or remotely consulted at execution time.  At a level generic to a class of applications, layers in such knowledge bases capture conceptualizations, tasks, and problem solving methods.
•	System construction will be facilitated by the availability of common knowledge representation systems and a means for translation between them.
•	This new reuse-oriented approach will offer tools and methodologies that allow developers to find and use library entries useful to their needs as well as preexisting services built on these libraries.  These tools will be complemented by tools that allow developers to offer their work for inclusion in the libraries.
1.3.	Realizing the Vision
The field is not yet technically ready to realize this vision.  For example, there is no consensus today on the means for translating knowledge bases among specialized representation languages nor on the appropriate form or content of the shared ontologies that we envision.  The Knowledge-Sharing Effort, sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI), and the National Science Foundation (NSF), is an initiative established to identify and address the impediments to the sharing of knowledge among systems.  The effort is organized into four working groups, each of which is addressing a specific problem area.  We are playing a leadership role in two of those four groups, the Interlingua Working Group and the Shared Reusable Knowledge Bases Working Group, whose charters are as follows:
•	Interlingua Working Group -- This group, co-chaired by Richard Fikes and Mike Genesereth, is focused on the problems posed by the heterogeneity of knowledge representation languages.  They are developing an approach to translating between representation languages involving the use of an intermediary language that would serve as a common interlingua in which knowledge bases would be communicated.
•	Shared, Reusable Knowledge Bases Working Group -- This group, co-chaired by Tom Gruber and Marty Tenenbaum, is working on overcoming the barriers to sharing that arise from lack of consensus across knowledge bases on vocabulary and semantic interpretations.  All knowledge systems are based on an ontology, whether implicit or explicit.  A larger knowledge system can be composed from two smaller ones only if their ontologies are consistent. This group is trying to ameliorate problems of inconsistency by fostering the evolution of common, shareable ontologies.  A number of candidate reusable ontologies are expected to come from this work. However, the ultimate contribution of the group lies in developing an understanding of the group processes that evolve such products and the tools and infrastructure needed to facilitate the creation, dissemination, and reuse of domain ontologies.
Our "Knowledge Sharing Technologies" project is being conducted in conjunction with and in support of the activities of those two working groups.  In particular, the objectives of our project are to develop technology and methodologies for:
•	Building ontologies in a form that is translatable into the specialized representation languages of multiple application system environments, and
•	Interchanging the reuseable content of knowledge bases, including ontologies, among specialized representation languages.
The interlingua representation language being developed in the Knowledge-Sharing Effort is called a Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) [Genesereth and Fikes 91].  KIF is intended to be a language for communication (``literary publication'' of knowledge) and is designed to make the epistemological level [McCarthy and Hayes 69]  content of a knowledge base clear to the reader,  but not to support automated reasoning in that form.
The problems involved in interchanging knowledge bases are not yet well understood, and there is open debate as to whether a generally useful interlingua can be specified.  In this project, we are attempting to inform that debate by developing tools for translating knowledge bases into and out of KIF, and using those tools to conduct knowledge interchange experiments that will substantially test the viability and adequacy of KIF as an interlingua.
With respect to ontologies, we are focusing on what we consider to be a central barrier to the development and use of common ontologies, namely the lack of an integrated computational ontology development environment that provides practical tools for precisely specifying the meaning of terms in an ontology; incorporating, extending and integrating existing ontologies; and translating the resulting ontologies into the specialized representation languages of application systems.  In addition, we are working with engineers who will use the system to identify and illustrate candidate high payoff extensions to the current PDES/STEP standards.
In the following sections we describe our current status, planned work, and technical approach for the two task areas of this project:  knowledge base translation and ontology development.
2.	Knowledge Translation
This task is addressing the "heterogenuous representation languages" problem by conducting knowledge interchange experiments to substantially test the viability and adequacy of KIF as an interlingua.  In particular, we are focusing on developing a methodology for semi-automatic translation into and out of KIF from and to typical representation languages.
Preliminary versions of translators into KIF from representative terminological and frame languages have already been developed in the Knowledge-Sharing Interlingua Working Group by ourselves and by Ramesh Patil at the University of Southern California's Information Sciences Institute for CLASSIC [Borgida, et al 89], LOOM [MacGregor 91] , and JOSIE's frame language [Nado and Fikes 91].  As expected, the initial work on translators into KIF has highlighted inadequacies in the expressive power of early versions of KIF and motivated evolution of the language to overcome those inadequacies.  In general, intensifying the work on such translators is an effective means of evaluating the expressive adequacy of KIF and focusing its continuing development.  Building the translators themselves does not appear to be problematical, given that KIF has sufficient expressive power to represent the declarative knowledge expressible in the source language.
Translating a knowledge base out of KIF into a specialized representation system is a difficult problem when, as is usually the case, the expressive power of the target system's language is less than that of KIF.  In that case, the translator's task is to determine which sentences in a KIF knowledge base are in a translatable form and whether those that are not can be transformed into a translatable form.  We have completed an initial design of a general architecture for translating out of KIF and have begun a prototype implementation of that design.
2.1.	Technical Approach
For a knowledge base from a library to be used in any given knowledge representation system, the knowledge base must either be represented in the system's representation language or be translatable in some practical way into that language.  Since an important means of achieving efficiency in application systems is to use specialized representation languages that directly support the knowledge processing requirements of the application, we cannot expect a standard knowledge representation language to emerge that would be used generally in application systems.  Instead, in order to interchange knowledge among systems we need to develop effective means of translating knowledge bases from one specialized representation language to another.  
The approach being pursued for dealing with the translation problem in the Knowledge-Sharing Effort is to develop an interlingua representation language called a Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF).  The functional requirements for such an interlingua include 
having:
•	An agreed upon declarative semantics that is independent of any given interpreter,
•	Sufficient expressive power to represent the declarative knowledge contained in typical application system knowledge bases, and
•	A structure that enables semi-automatic translation into and out of typical representation languages.
The problems involved in interchanging knowledge bases are not yet well understood and there is open debate as to whether an interlingua can be specified that will meet the functional requirements described above.  Attempting to design and test such an interlingua, as is being done in the Knowledge-Sharing Effort, is a direct means of both identifying the general problems of interchanging knowledge and addressing the specific problems of using an interlingua to do the interchange.  The objective of this task is to address both those general and specific problems by:
•	Developing tools for translating knowledge bases into and out of KIF, and
•	Using those tools to conduct knowledge interchange experiments that will substantially test the viability and adequacy of KIF as an interlingua.
2.1.1.	Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF)
KIF is a computer-oriented language for the interchange of knowledge among disparate programs (written by different programmers, at different times, in different languages, and so forth) being developed by the Interlingua Working Group of the DARPA Knowledge Standards Effort.  The language has declarative semantics (i.e. the meaning of expressions in the representation can be understood without appeal to an interpreter for manipulating those expressions), is logically comprehensive (i.e. it provides for the expression of arbitrary sentences in the first-order predicate calculus), is self-descriptive (i.e. it provides for the representation of knowledge about the representation of knowledge), provides a term definition facility, and supports the encoding of commonly used nonmonotonic reasoning policies.
KIF is not intended as a primary language for interaction with human users (though it can be used for this purpose).  Different programs can interact with their users in whatever forms are most appropriate to their applications (e.g., frames, graphs, charts, tables, diagrams, natural language, etc.).
KIF is also not a language for the internal representation of knowledge within computer programs or within closely related sets of programs (though it can be used for this purpose as well).  Typically, when a program reads a knowledge base in KIF, it converts the knowledge into its own internal form (specialized pointer structures, arrays, etc.).  All computation is done using these internal forms.  When the program needs to communicate with another program, it maps its internal data structures into KIF.
The purpose of KIF is roughly analogous to that of Postscript.  Postscript is commonly used by text and graphics formatting programs in communicating information about documents to printers.  Although it is not as efficient as a specialized representation for documents and not as perspicuous as a specialized wysiwyg display, Postscript is a programmer-readable representation that facilitates the independent development of formatting programs and printers.  While KIF is not as efficient as a specialized representation for knowledge nor as perspicuous as a specialized display (when printed in its list form), it too is a programmer-readable standard and thereby facilitates the independent development of knowledge-manipulation programs.
The definition of KIF is highly detailed.  Some of these details are essential; others are arbitrary.   The following general features are essential.
•	The language has declarative semantics.  It is possible to understand the meaning of expressions in the language without appeal to an interpreter for manipulating those expressions.  In this way, KIF differs from other languages that are based on specific interpreters, such as Emycin and Prolog.
•	The language is logically comprehensive -- it provides for the expression of arbitrary sentences in first-order predicate calculus.  In this way, it differs from relational database languages (many of which are confined to ground atomic sentences), Prolog-like languages (that are confined to Horn clauses), etc.
•	The language provides for the representation of knowledge about the representation of knowledge.  This allows us to make all knowledge representation decisions explicit and permits us to introduce new knowledge representation constructs without changing the language standard.
In addition to these hard criteria, KIF is designed to maximize in a joint fashion the following somewhat softer measures as well (to the extent possible while satisfying the preceding criteria).
•	Translatability.  A central operational requirement for KIF is that it enable practical means of translating declarative knowledge bases to and from typical knowledge representation languages.
•	Readability.  Although KIF is not intended primarily as a language for interaction with humans, human readability will facilitate its use to describe representation language semantics, its use as a publication language for example knowledge bases, human assistance with translation problems, etc.
•	Usability as a representation language.  Although KIF is not intended for use within programs as a representation or communication language, it can be used for that purpose if so desired.
2.1.2.	Translating Into and Out of KIF
Preliminary versions of translators into KIF from representative terminological and frame languages have already been developed in the Knowledge Sharing Interlingua Working Group.  Building such translators does not appear to be problematical, given that KIF has sufficient expressive power to represent the declarative knowledge expressible in the source language.
Translating a knowledge base out of KIF into a specialized representation system is a difficult problem when, as is usually the case, the expressive power of the target system's language is less than that of KIF.  In this case, many KIF sentences will not be translatable into the target language.  For example, the only form of quantified statement representable 
in some frame languages is:
(forall $variable (=> (member-of $variable $class) f))
where f is itself representable in the frame language.
Even though only a subset of KIF may be translatable into a given representation language, many sentences that are apparently outside of the translatable subset can be restated so as to be translatable, i.e., those sentences are equivalent to translatable sentences.  For example, the sentence
(forall $x (=> (elephant $x) f))
does not fit the form given above for sentences translatable into a simple frame language.  However, we can introduce a constant symbol "elephants" for the class of elephants and restate the above sentence as
(forall $x (=> (member-of $x elephants) f))
which is translatable.
We will call sentences that are syntactically recognizable as translatable into some specialized representation language directly translatable into that language.  By syntactically recognizable, we mean recognizable by parsing, i.e., the translatable subset of KIF must be expressible as a deterministic context-free grammar.  Sentences that appear to be outside of the translatable subset, but that can be restated as translatable sentences will be called indirectly translatable.
In addition to the directly translatable sentences, a translator must be able to recognize most indirectly translatable sentences in order to be effective.  Hence, if one thinks of a translator as having a recognition component that parses sentences and a generation component that generates the translation of sentences, then an effective translator requires an additional component.  This additional component is responsible for restating or reformulating sentences that are not recognized as translatable into recognizable form.  We will refer to this third component as the reformulation component.
In its most general form, the reformulation problem is a computationally intractable source of difficulty in the translation process in that it is a general theorem-proving process that can require the use of second-order axioms to introduce new nonlogical symbols.  Despite the worst-case complexity of logically complete translation, we hypothesize that effective translation can be accomplished by logically incomplete techniques combined with interactive direction from the user.
2.1.3.1.	Initial Design of a Translator
We have completed an initial design of a general architecture for a KIF translator and have begun a prototype implementation of that design.  The architecture consists of the following components:
•	Parser,
•	Target language forms generator, and
•	KIF sentence rewriter.
The parser is the recognition component of the translator.  It is used to recognize the sentences that are directly translatable into the target language.  The target language's translatable subset of KIF sentences is specified as a grammar that drives the parser.  For example, consider the subset of the CLASSIC grammar that specifies the translatable KIF form of AT-MOST role restrictions:
<concept-definition> ::=
(forall <variable 1>
(=> (<concept> <variable 1>)
(<concept-expression> <variable 1>))) |
.
.
.
<concept-expression> ::=
(=< (cardinality {<variable 2> |
(<role> <variable 1> <variable 2>)})
<n>)   |	[2]
.
.
.
(The notation (<concept-expression> <variable>) in the first rule means that the concept expression parsed there must be an expression in which <variable> occurs free.)
Equipped with these rules, the parser recognizes as translatable all implications with:
•	An antecedent that is a unary relation, and
•	A consequent that is a cardinality restriction on the set of individuals that can fill <role> with an individual x such that (<concept> x).
An example of such an implication is
(forall $x
(=> (wine $x)
(=< (cardinality (setof $y (color $x $y))) 1)))	[3]
(i.e., the cardinality of the set of colors of a wine is less than or equal to 1).
A forms generator produces statements in the target language.  The organization of the parser and forms generator is much like that of a standard programming language compiler.  The forms generator consists of a collection of functions that are ``attached'' to the grammar in such a way that target language forms are generated as a byproduct of parsing.
For example, the parser first uses rule [2] above in parsing [3].  A function is attached to [2] that generates the CLASSIC form (AT-LEAST <n> <role>).  In this case, it generates (AT-LEAST 1 color).  The function attached to rule [1] takes the CLASSIC expression resulting from parsing the <concept-expression> and adds it to the CLASSIC concept definition for <concept>, in this case, wine.
The KIF rewriter is the reformulation component of the translator.  It augments the capabilities of the translator allowing it to recognize indirectly translatable KIF sentences.  It does this by rewriting sentences that are not directly translatable in an effort to place them in a directly translatable form.  For this purpose, the target language grammar is considered to be a pseudo-canonical form for KIF sentences, and the rewriter attempts to transform KIF sentences into equivalent sentences that are in that pseudo-canonical form.
The rewrite rules used by the reformulation component consist of general purpose syntactic variants and simplifications (e.g., rewriting single valued binary relations as unary functions), special-purpose transformations specifically related to constructs in the target language (e.g., rewriting a relational sentence as a set membership sentence), and KIF definitions that appear in the knowledge base being translated (e.g., a relation (at-most-fillers c r nr) defined to be equivalent to (=< (card (setof x (holds r c x))) nr)), i.e., the cardinality of the set of x's for which (r c x) holds is less than or equal to integer nr.)
A rewrite system[huet80] is a specialized type of theorem prover which exploits the fact that we are interested only in deriving statements that are equivalent to (rather than implied by) statements in the original knowledge base and that the statements derived will replace the original statements.  The effect of substitution can be achieved with a more traditional theorem prover, e.g., a resolution-based system.  However, each substitution requires several inference steps instead of one substitution.
Our rewriter is unlike other rewrite systems in an important way.  We have made the process of placing sentences in translatable form goal directed by providing a framework in which heuristics can be stated to guide the choice of rewrite rules.  Such heuristics can significantly restrict the search space that the rewriter will consider in attempting to transform KIF sentences into pseudo-canonical form.  This capability works as follows.  The rewriter looks for syntactic cues in statements.  Certain rewrite sequences are activated only on statements in which such cues are found.  Also, rewrite rules can be restricted so that they are applied only in sequences with certain goals.  For goal-directed rewrite sequences, the rewriter knows what form of statement it is trying to derive and either succeeds in doing so or returns the statement to its original form.  Importantly, the desired form of a statement need not be specified precisely.  Instead, one can specify this form as a pattern, allowing the rewriter to be directed toward deriving a statement of a particular grammatical form.
The design of the rewriter is based on the rewriter in DRAT reported on in [vanbaalen 89], [vanbaalen91], and [vanbaalen92].  DRAT is an implemented technique for automatically designing specialized representations with accompanying decision procedures.  It has a library of decision procedures along with the languages that those procedures decide.  It designs decision procedures by combining procedures in its library.  This involves automatic translation from first-order logic to the languages of the decision procedures.  DRAT's rewriter is a special case of the problem being considered here.
As an example of the role of the rewriter, suppose the restriction on the number of colors a wine can have was stated as
(=> (wine $x)
(=> (and (color $x $y) (color $x $z)) (= $y $z)))
(i.e., if y and z are both colors of a particular wine, they are equal).  This sentence is equivalent to [3] above, but obviously is not recognizable as such.  The rewrite system is 
able to rewrite the above statement into translatable form in the following sequence:
(=> (wine $x)
(=> (and (color $x $y)
(member $z (setof $c (color $x $c))))
(= $y $z)))
(=> (wine $x)
(=> (and (color $x $y)
(member $z (setof $c (color $x $c))))
(member $z (set $y))))
(=> (wine $x)
(=> (color $x $y)
(subseteq (setof $c (color $x $c))) (set $y)))
and finally to:
(=> (wine $x)
(=< (cardinality (setof $c (color $x $c))) 1))
This final sentence is then recognized as translatable.
The sequence of rewrites in the example is initiated because of the presence of the equality between variables appearing in the same position in atomic formulas mentioning the same relation.  When this pattern is detected, the system records that it is attempting to derive a cardinality constraint from the statement.  The rewriting of (color $x $z) to (member $z (setof $c (color $x $c))) and (= $y $z) to (member $z (set $y)) is only done in specific contexts, one of them being an attempt to derive a cardinality constraint.  If a cardinality constraint had not been derived in this sequence, the statement would have been returned to its original form.
The rewriter is also designed to accept user assistance of two types:
•	Augmentation of the rewrite rule base, and
•	Assistance in controlling the initiation of rewrite sequences.
It appears to be impossible to prove that a set of rewrite rules can correctly transform all indirectly translatable sentences into translatable form.  Therefore, it is expected that rewrite rules will need to be added by a user dynamically.  As the rewrite rule base grows, its coverage will improve, thereby decreasing the need for user intervention to add new rules.  At the same time, there will be increasing need to control the initiation of rewrite sequences because, with more rules, more sequences will be possible.
The need to control the initiation of rewrite sequences is addressed in two ways employing user assistance, as follows:
•	When more than one rewrite sequence may be initiated from the same statement, the user will be given the option of selecting between them based on the different forms of their goal statements; and
•	The user will be given the opportunity to refine the applicability conditions of rules so that automatic selection is possible subsequently.

2.1.3.2.	Standard Vocabularies for Common Representation Language Idioms
The KIF specification includes a set of basic constants that denote relations, functions, and domain objects (e.g., =, +, true).  The language is extendible in the sense that it provides facilities for defining additional relations, functions, and objects in terms of the basic constants.  These defined nonbasic constants provide the application-specific vocabulary for a knowledge base (e.g., engine, pump, weight).
The nonbasic constants can also make the task of translating KIF knowledge bases more manageable by enabling the creation of a standard vocabulary for common representation language idioms.  For example, frame and terminological languages typically have the notion of "value restriction" and "number restriction" on roles or slots [Fikes and Kehler 85].  "Value restriction" constrains the values of a slot to be in a given class, and "number restriction" constrains the number of values in a slot by specifying a maximum or minimum number.  A relation "all_fillers" could be defined in KIF to represent simple value restrictions, and relations "at_least_fillers" and "at_most_fillers" could be defined to represent number restrictions as follows:
(defrelation (all_fillers $c $r $vr)
(=> (holds $r $c $x) (member $x $vr)))
; (all_fillers c r vr) means that for all x, if binary relation
; relates c to x, then x is a member of set vr.
(defrelation (at_least_fillers $c $r $nr)
(>= (cardinality (setof $x (holds $r $c $x)))
$nr))  
; (at_least_fillers c r nr)) means that the cardinality of the set
; of x's for which binary relation r relates c to x is greater
; than or equal to integer nr.
(defrelation (at_most_fillers $c $r $nr)
(=< (cardinality (setof $x (holds $r $c $x)))
$nr))  
; (at_most_fillers c r nr)) means that the cardinality of the set
; of x's for which binary relation r relates c to x is less than
; or equal to integer nr.
The translators for terminological languages into KIF could use relations such as these to produce translations that are more succinct, easier to understand by humans, and easier to translate to other languages.  The resulting KIF knowledge bases would contain definitions of the nonbasic symbols contained therein so that any agent that understands the basic KIF semantics could interpret the knowledge bases.
Equivalence definitions of nonbasic symbols in a KIF knowledge base can be used as rewrite rules by the reformulation component of the translator.  If, on the other hand, there is a (perhaps informally agreed upon) standard vocabulary for idioms in terminological representation languages, then the KIF translation grammars for those languages could include those idioms.  For example, such grammars might include the form:
(at_least_fillers
<term> <binary relation> <positive integer>)
with attached code for producing the appropriate number restriction translation.  We expect such vocabularies to evolve informally as mutually agreed upon notational conventions within communities of representation language developers.  Such standard vocabularies would in effect provide a set of conventions for expressing common representation language constructs in KIF, and thereby significantly simplify the problem of translating KIF knowledge bases.
2.2.	Planned Work
2.2.1.	Initial Feasibility Tests of Translation Methodology
We plan to complete implementation of our initial translator architecture and use it to produce a translator from KIF to the CLASSIC representation language.  We plan to conduct initial tests of that translator consisting of translating back into CLASSIC knowledge bases that originated in CLASSIC and that have been translated into KIF by the translator written by Ramesh Patil at USC/ISI.  Those tests would be conducted "blind" in that we would not examine beforehand the translation rules used by Patil's translator nor any knowledge bases produced by his translator.
Once we have succeeded in translating a CLASSIC knowledge base into KIF and back again, we plan to perform a series of test-and-enhancement experiments in which the system will be used to translate into CLASSIC portions of knowledge bases originally developed in other languages.  These experiments will be designed to increase the translator's repertoire of  general-purpose rewrite rules to enhance its ability to deal with syntactic variants of equivalent KIF sentences.
2.2.2.	Translators for the TRANSCOM Knowledge Base
Plans for the current DARPA-sponsored automatic planning initiative specify that its contractors are to use a common TRANSCOM knowledge base containing a standard planning ontology and a model of the target application domain.  We anticipate that many of the contractors will want to do exploratory development work in their existing planning systems and therefore will need to translate the TRANSCOM knowledge base into the idiosyncratic representation languages of those existing systems.  As the initiative progresses, contractors are expected also to make additions to the knowlege base to be used by the other contractors.
The planning initiative therefore presents an example of the kind of situation for which KIF and the translation technology we are developing is targeted; namely, a community of developers wanting to interchange knowledge among systems that use specialized representation languages.  We therefore plan to use the TRANSCOM knowledge base as an example for translation experiments by using our translation architecture to:
•	Produce a KIF version of the TRANSCOM knowledge base, and
•	Translations of the KIF version of the knowledge base into example languages used by researchers in the planning initiative.
We will test the viability of the KIF-based translation technology by determining whether the knowledge bases it produces support the same applications as those produced by direct translation.

2.2.3.	Translators for PDES Specifications
The PDES/STEP standardization effort is developing standards for describing engineered devices.  Those standards are in the form of "information models" (i.e., ontologies) for various types of devices specified in a language which they have developed called EXPRESS.  We plan to build an EXPRESS to KIF translator and use it to produce a KIF version of the PDES/STEP standards.  This exercise will test the expressive adequacy of KIF and make the PDES/STEP standards accessible to any representation language for which there exists a translator from KIF into that language.
2.2.4.	A KIF-based Compositional Device Modeling Language
We are working with other groups in the qualitative physics research community to specify a common compositional device modeling language [Falkenhainer & Forbus 90].  Such an agreement would remove the heterogeneous language problem from attempts to share models within those groups.  We plan to build a translator of the resulting language into KIF to:
•	Provide a precise description of the semantics of the language, and
•	Make the models expressed in that language accessible to groups who are using alternative device modeling languages.
3.	Ontology Development
This task is addressing the "heterogeneous ontologies" problem; i.e., the need for definitions of multi-use vocabularies for engineering domains in a form that can be used as the foundation for knowledge bases in application systems.
3.1.	Summer Ontology Project
During the summer of 1990, we led a pilot study for collaborative, multi-disciplinary development of reusable ontologies for describing electromechanical devices and their designs.  The study was organized as a series of meetings supplemented by electronic mail dialogue and included senior faculty and research staff in Computer Science and Mechanical Engineering at Stanford, Lockheed AI Center, Hewlett-Packard, Xerox PARC, and Rockwell Laboratories.
The group broke into four teams, each of which modelled a "motion control" device:  the optical head positioning servo mechanism in a Sony portable CD player, a planar manipulator (a pair of robot arms) used to experiment with robotic finger sensors, a gripper on a robot used by Apple Computer, and a traveling quartz heater for manufacturing.  The teams used a variety of modelling techniques ranging from discrete simulation to differential equations, and modelled several aspects of the devices including geometry, kinematics, dynamics, and assembly structure.  These models, a selection of languages from the literature, and discussions in meetings generated a set of terms that could be shared in an ontology.  An ontology management team proposed organizational hierarchies, analyzed the models and modeling languages looking for generalizations and opportunities to merge, and maintained the corpus.  An interchange language was defined for distributing operational versions of the emerging ontology to multiple implemented representation systems.
3.2.	Ontolingua:  An Ontology Development Environment
We are focusing on what we consider to be a central barrier to the development and use of common ontologies, namely the lack of an integrated computational ontology development environment that provides practical tools for:
•	Precisely specifying the meaning of terms in an ontology;
•	Incorporating, extending and integrating existing ontologies; and
•	Translating the resulting ontologies into the specialized representation languages of application systems.
We have developed an initial prototype of a development environment for portable ontologies called "Ontolingua" [Gruber 91].  That system provides a mechanism for specifying ontologies in a canonical format such that they can be easily translated into a variety of representation and reasoning systems.  That capability allows a user to maintain an ontology in a single, machine-readable form while using it in systems with different syntax and reasoning capabilities.  The syntax and semantics of Ontolingua's ontology specification language are based on KIF.  We have extended basic KIF with standard primitives for defining classes and relations and for organizing knowledge in object-centered hierarchies with inheritance.  Ontolingua provides an architecture for translating from this specification language into forms that can be efficiently stored and reasoned about by target representation systems.  Currently, there are translators into LOOM, Epikit, and Algernon [Crawford and Kuipers 90], as well as into a canonical form of KIF.
We plan to continue development of Ontolingua and to demonstrate its viability by working with engineers who will use the system to develop multi-use ontologies.  We will focus the continuing Ontolingua work on:
•	Development of general-purpose "seed" ontologies for engineering domains (e.g., lumped element parameter models) that will serve as a foundation for a library of engineering ontologies;
•	Development of reasoning tools to:
•	Help find incompatibilities among ontologies that are being integrated, and
•	Test for consistency and satisfiability of an extension to an ontology;
•	Integration into Ontolingua of the KIF-based translation tools described earlier.
A basic requirement for the planned system is that it provide the ontology developer with a declarative ontology specification language that has a precisely defined semantics and sufficient constructs to enable specifications to be written in a concise and easily understandable form.  Substantial progress has been made during recent years in the knowledge representation research community on the development of general-purpose term description languages (e.g., [MacGregor 91] ) that satisfy those requirements.  Much of that work is being unified into a planned standard term definition language (called CKRL) by one of the working groups in the Knowledge-Sharing Effort.  We are collaborating with that working group, and we expect to use CKRL as the linguistic foundation for Ontolingua's ontology specification language.
Ontologies are almost always developed as extensions and combinations of already existing ontologies.  For example, if one is developing an ontology for mechanical components, one would want to begin by reusing existing ontologies for physical objects and materials.  Thus, an ontology development environment needs to provide access to libraries of existing ontologies and tools for combining and extending existing ontologies.  To address those needs, we are planning to continue our development of general-purpose "seed" ontologies for engineering domains (e.g., lumped element parameter models) that will serve as a foundation for a library of engineering ontologies.  In addition, we are planning to develop reasoning tools which will help find incompatibilities among ontologies that are to be integrated, and will test the consistency and satisfiability of extensions to an existing ontology.
Finally, we expect the KIF-based translation facilities being developed in this project to provide an effective means of exporting ontologies from Ontolingua to application systems.  We are therefore planning to integrate those facilities into Ontolingua as they become available.
3.3.	Exploring Extensions to PDES
We are planning to test the usefulness of Ontolingua and determine needs for further development by working with Professor Mark Cutkosky in Stanford's Mechanical Engineering Department to develop example multi-use engineering ontologies.  In particular, we will focus on identifying and illustrating candidate high payoff extensions to the current PDES/STEP standards.
We will proceed by considering commonalities among the knowledge bases in systems currently being developed in Stanford's Mechanical Engineering and Computer Science departments for reasoning about systems of mechanical components.  For example:
•	Randy Wilson, in the Computer Science Department, is developing an assembly motion planning system [Wilson and Rit 90].  In that system, he needs to represent the shapes of parts to be assembled and to describe how their contacting surfaces determine the admissable directions of motion for disassembly.  Often, the shapes of parts (square, round, convex, concave) are more important than the details of their dimensions.  A coordinate system may also be embedded in each part to keep track of its position and orientation.  Wilson uses the theory of convex cones to describe the aggregate effects of a combination of contacts in reducing the space of possible translations and rotations.  In addition his system needs to keep track of the state of an assembly (what is connected to what) and of sub-assemblies.  In doing stability checking, the system needs to know about a body force (gravity) and needs to keep track of loops within the assembly connectivity graph.  Finally, Wilson's system keeps track of local precedence information (e.g., a list of parts that must be removed before part X can be removed) to facilitate rapid replanning.
•	Ranjit Konkar, in the Mechanical Engineering Department, is working on the kinematic synthesis and analysis of mechanisms composed of parts and connections [Konkar et al, 90].  His representations of parts are similar to Wilson's, but he focuses on the connections among them at a slightly higher level of abstraction.  Konkar also needs to represent the configuration of a mechanism (e.g., loops of connected parts) so that he can describe the mechanism's mobility and degrees of freedom.
•	Greg Olsen, in the Mechanical Engineering Department, is developing a system for deriving the dynamic equations of motion for mechanisms at various levels of detail and accuracy, depending on the application needs [Olsen 92].  As in Konkar's system, Olsen's system needs to keep track of loops within a mechanism.
A preliminary analysis shows that the ontologies used in these three example systems have a great deal in common in terms of the definitions of components, connections, interactions, coordinate frames, vectors, velocities, forces, time/space continuum, Euclidean geometry, etc.  Because standard ontologies for these areas were not available in usable forms, each of these developers duplicated the work of designing and implementing them for their individual systems.
For example, consider how each of them would view a part with two parallel pegs that assembles into a mating part with two holes.  Wilson would express the instantaneous degrees of freedom as the intersection of the possible motions of each mating surface pair (concave and convex clyindrical surfaces for the pegs and holes, flat mating surfaces for the touching faces elsewhere).  The intersection would be computed as the intersection of convex cones in a six-dimensional space of rotations and translations.  Konkar would describe the instantaneous degrees of freedom as the logical intersection of the motions associated with each peg/hole connection, using the null space of the twist matrices for the connections.  Olson would simply care to know that the two parts behave as a "prismatic joint" that permits relative translations and can sustain the application of torques.
Note that Konkar could have used convex cones for his kinematic description, but chose to use screw theory since it is well established in kinematics.  An ontology of kinematic terms and motion constraints, geometry, etc would enable make it straightforward to translate between the two conventions.  Similarly, Olson would want a clearly defined way of attaching the concept "prismatic joint" to certain combinations of mating parts.  Other people working on robot grasp planners and fixture planners would have similar concerns, each with their own area of emphasis.
If we compare the ontologies used by these systems to the PDES/STEP standards, we see clearly several areas not covered by the current standards.  The most striking observation is that PDES has little to say about assemblies and systems of components.  It is possible in PDES to talk about parts connected, but there is no taxonomy of connection types, constraints, and properties of systems.  Effective standards for representing systems will need to include provisions for hierarchy, levels of abstraction and detail, explicit constraints on inputs and outputs, explicit assumptions, loops, paths, subsystems, aggregation, etc.
Another important area not addressed by PDES is that there is no mechanism in PDES for talking about incremental changes to a previously defined design.  That lack leads to extreme inefficiencies as it means that whenever a change is to be communicated, the entire design representation must be retransmitted and then compared with the original design representation to ascertain the differences.  An incremental PDES standard would permit alterations and additions to be expressed and transmitted directly.
In summary, issues we expect to address in our effort to identify and illustrate candidate high payoff extensions to the current PDES/STEP standards include:
•	Ontologies for assemblies and systems of components,
•	Device descriptions at multiple levels of detail,
•	Statements of assumptions about range of applicability, and
•	Descriptions of incremental changes in previously defined designs.
4.	Expected Results
This project is expected to produce:
•	Enabling technology for knowledge sharing presented in published papers, conference presentations, and technical reports;
•	Computational tools embodying that technology for:
•	Translating knowledge bases into and out of specialized representation languages, and
•	Developing domain-specific ontologies;
•	Results from experiments that:
•	Test the technology being developed and the interlingua proposal being made in the Knowledge-Sharing Effort, and
•	Identify the salient technical problems that need to be solved in order to achieve widespread knowledge reuse;
•	General-purpose "seed" ontologies for engineering domains; and
•	Candidate extensions to the current PDES/STEP standards.
The computational tools for translating knowledge bases and developing ontologies will be made available to the research community to facilitate the sharing and reuse of knowledge bases.
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